Multielectron dissociative ionization of methane and formaldehyde molecules with optimally tailored intense femtosecond laser pulses.
The multielectron dissociative ionization of CH4 and CH2O molecules has been investigated using optimum convolution of different dual tailored short laser pulses. Based on three dimensional molecular dynamics simulations and TDDFT approach, the dissociation probability is enhanced by designing the dual chirped-chirped laser pulses and chirped-ordinary laser pulses for formaldehyde molecule. However, it is interesting to notice that the sensitivity of enhanced dissociation probability into different tailored laser pulses is not significant for methane molecule. In this presented modifications, time variation of bond length, velocity, time dependent electron localization function and evolution of the efficient occupation states are presented to analyze the time evolution of molecular dynamics. This work is proved to be a potential way to reduce the controlling costs with a currently available pulse shaping technology.